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This photo shows the “House of Lovers” during the reopening of three “domus” and conclusion of safety work on the
archaeological site of Pompeii. — AFP photos

This photo shows a fresco in the “House of Orchards”. This photo shows the walls of the “House of Orchards”.

Vivid frescoes and never-before-seen inscriptions
were among the treasures unearthed in a massive
years-long restoration of the world-famous archeo-

logical site Pompeii that came to a close Tuesday. The
painstaking project saw an army of workers reinforce walls,
repair collapsing structures and excavate untouched areas
of the sprawling site, Italy’s second most visited tourist
destination after Rome’s Colosseum.

New discoveries were made too, in areas of the ruins
not yet explored by modern-day archaeologists at the site-
frequently pillaged for jewels and artefacts over the cen-
turies. “When you excavate in Pompeii there are always
surprises,” the site’s general director Massimo Osanna told
reporters Tuesday.

Archeologists discovered in October a vivid fresco

depicting an armor-clad gladiator standing victorious as
his wounded opponent gushes blood, painted in a tavern
believed to have housed the fighters as well as prostitutes.
And in 2018, an inscription was uncovered that proves the
city near Naples was destroyed after October 17, 79 AD,
and not on August 24 as previously believed.

That might not be the end of fresh discoveries. “It’s cer-
tain that by carrying out other excavation projects in areas
never explored before, the discoveries will be extraordi-
nary,” Osanna added. Kicked off in 2014, the restoration
enlisted teams of archaeologists, architects, engineers,
geologists and anthropologists and cost $113 million (105
million euros), largely covered by the European Union. The
project was initiated after UNESCO warned in 2013 it
could strip the site of its World Heritage status after a

series of collapses blamed on lax maintenance and bad
weather. But the project has breathed new life into the his-
toric site.

On Tuesday, workers carefully restored ancient fres-
coes, hues dulled by years of dirt and calcifications, and
cleaned off centuries-old tile floors. “You have to be care-
ful not to take off too much,” explained Aldo Guida, who
was scratching at the surface of the oxblood walls of the
“House of Lovers”, a two-storey home in the complex that
was closed for repair after an earthquake in 1980. “Little by
little,” he added, with a smile.

The giant eruption of Mount Vesuvius devastated the
ancient Roman city of Pompeii nearly 2,000 years ago,
covering everything in its path with volcanic ash. That sedi-
ment helped to preserve many buildings almost in their

original state, as well as the curled-up corpses of Vesuvius’
victims.

Some of the site has been closed to the public during
the restoration, including several “domus”-family resi-
dences for the upper classes-that have been since
reopened to the public. The House of Orchards domus fea-
tures intricately detailed frescoes of fruit trees and birds,
while the House of the Ship Europa boasts a sketch of a
large merchant ship. Though the bulk of the restoration
work is now complete, director Osanna said running
repairs will never truly be over. “It’s a city in ruins,” he said.
“The attention we pay to it must never stop.” — AFP

This photo shows the walls of the “House of Orchards”. This photo shows the walls of the “House of Orchards”. This photo shows a fresco in the “House of Orchards”. This photo shows a fresco in the “House of Orchards”.

In his poem “Rough Path”, Yousef Kamara
reflects on his years selling drugs and
stealing as the leader of a street gang in

Sierra Leone’s capital, Freetown. “Like a
traveller in a rough jungle/Self propelling
all alone/Edging through danger sharper
than blades/My rough path is a cracked
zone,” he writes. After quitting the gang
three years ago, Kamara now hopes his
journey to acclaim as a poet can offer an
example to other wayward youths in
Freetown, where increasing numbers are
joining gangs modeled on the Bloods and
Crips of Los Angeles.

Kamara has been published in several
international poetry magazines and was
invited last year to attend the African
Writers Conference in Kenya. It is a dra-
matic turnaround for someone who spent
the majority of his life leading Giverdam
Gaza, a gang of several dozen members he
founded as a teenager on Freetown’s
Exodus Lane. “If you were looking for

some thugs ... to beat somebody up, you’d
just rush down Exodus Lane and get the
Giverdam boys to do the job,” said
Kamara, who stands about six-feet tall
with short dreadlocks and large biceps
covered in tattoos.

Tired of life on the streets, however, he
began looking for an exit and found one
through Way Out, a media studio founded
by an English filmmaker in 2008 that
encourages underprivileged young people
to enter the arts. Kamara decided to try his
hand writing poems after seeing some of
his friends enrol in a poetry course. He
quickly took to it, tapping out verses on his
beat-up cell phone.

“You need to give people ... something
they can take back to their communities
and say, ‘I’m not the bad guy you used to
know’,” said Gibrilla Kamara, no relation to
Yousef, Way Out’s office manager and a
former member who spent much of his life
homeless. Kamara said he would like to
establish his own organization to help vul-
nerable young people build self-esteem
and shift “from crime to career”.

The challenge is pressing. Across Sierra
Leone, dire economic conditions, including
runaway unemployment, have led many
born after the country’s devastating 1991-
2002 civil war to join gangs, researchers
say. Kamara thinks poetry can be a power-
ful tool in combatting that trend by forcing
young people to be honest with themselves.
“When writing a poem, if you can be sin-
cere with what you’ve seen, what you feel,
what you’ve heard, you’ll never need to
fabricate any story,” he said. — Reuters

Los Angeles on Tuesday banned the exploitation
of exotic animals for entertainment purposes,
effectively ending the lavish Hollywood parties

where giraffes, tigers and even elephants are used to
amuse guests. “The issue of wild, exotic animals being
abused came to my doorstep four years ago, when a
baby giraffe and elephant were being marched up the
Hollywood Hills for a house party,” said city council-
man David Ryu, who led the push for reform that his
colleagues approved unanimously. “This is beyond
unacceptable, and we must end it,” he added. “It is time
that the City of Los Angeles takes action to make clear
that treating animals in this way is not in line with our
city’s values.”

The issue of wild animals being brought to parties
at luxurious homes in the Hollywood Hills has been a
problem for years, Ryu’s office said, with neighbors
often complaining about noise and massive crowds. A
new ordinance, which needs to be approved by the
mayor of Los Angeles, prohibits the use of wild or
exotic animals at house parties and other live enter-
tainment. It also bans people from riding wild or exotic
animals for entertainment purposes.

But it will not affect Los Angeles Zoo, which can still
exhibit wild animals for educational purposes. There is
already a statewide ban on circuses using wild animals.
The law was backed by several animal welfare groups,
including People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) and the Performing Animal Welfare Society
(PAWS) which rescues and cares for animals retired
from the entertainment industry.

“Using petrified penguins, bewildered big cats, and
other wild animals as party props sentences sensitive
animals to miserable, deprived lives in chains, cages
and trailers, and can endanger partygoers when the
animals get spooked,” PETA official Rachel Mathews
said in a statement. —AFP

Watching a black-and-white re-
release of his multi-Oscar-winning
movie “Parasite” will give viewers a

“different” and “strange” experience, direc-
tor Bong Joon-ho said yesterday ahead of
the new version opening next week. The
director has always had a fondness for
monochrome films, saying they give viewers
a more intimate visual experience. “When
the colors are gone, you can focus more on
the actors’ facial expressions and their eyes”
and nuanced details, Bong told reporters in
Seoul after his triumphant return from the
United States.

The film’s historic Best Picture Oscar-the
first ever for a non-English-language movie-
and three other statuettes, Best Director,
Best International Feature and Best Original
Screenplay, have created huge excitement in
his home country, whose cultural output has
gained popularity around the world. But
Bong said he hoped “Parasite” would be
remembered for its content as much as its
accolades. “I understand that the film will be
remembered as a historic affair inevitably,

but I hope the movie can be remembered as
a film itself,” he said.

The movie is a dark satire tale about the
widening gap between rich and poor, follow-
ing a poor family infiltrating a wealthy house-
hold. All unemployed at the start of the story,
the poor family members live in a dingy,
roach-infested basement flat whose damp
odor clings to them beyond its confines.

‘More real’ 
The black-and-white version, which Bong

created along with cinematographer Hong
Kyung-pyo, is set to be released in South
Korean theatres next week, becoming the
director’s second film to be rendered into
monochrome after his 2009 thriller
“Mother”. It was shown at an international
film festival last month, when Bong said a
viewer told him: “The black-and-white ver-
sion makes the odor in the film feel more
real.” “I’ve always admired classical movies-
there used to be a time period where all
movies were made in black-and-white,” he
said.—AFP

Yousef Kamara holds his daughter Stylvia in
front of their house in Freetown, Sierra
Leone. — Reuters

South Korean director Bong Joon-ho (top center) poses with the cast and crew members of
the film Parasite during a press conference in Seoul yesterday, after his film won the Oscar
for Best Picture. — AFP


